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Barcelona, 31 Jan 2023 - Televic Conference is pleased to announce, on the first day of ISE 2023, that it has acquired 
the Unite product range from beyerdynamic. 

Unite is a DECT-based wireless communication system that strengthens Televic Conference’s current offering by add-
ing wireless presenting, mobile interpretation and language distribution capabilities. The Unite product range allows 
Televic Conference to expand into areas such as guided tours and assistive listening for people with hearing loss. 
“We welcome Unite to Televic Conference. The product acquisition further supports our growth ambitions to be the 
worldwide reference in each of our niche markets.” says Thomas Verstraeten CEO of Televic Group. “Televic stands for 
innovative and high-quality products and systems, the Unite range complements our DNA perfectly.” 

Bart Deschodt, General Manager of Televic Conference explains: “With the acquisition of Unite, as well as recent audio 
enhancements in our conference offering, our mission of ‘creating better understanding one meeting at a time’ ex-
pands from formal meetings into any other type of meeting. The Unite solution enables bi-directional communication 
and understanding where many alternatives are only one-directional. This drastically improves effective communica-
tion.”

Unite will enable Televic Conference to offer end customers even more application possibilities than before. Being 
called the ‘Swiss army knife of wireless communication’, Unite’s versatile communication system offers flexible solu-
tions for a wide variety of applications. Televic’s existing interpretation and infrared solutions are well complemented 
with Unite’s user-friendly DECT solution. The Unite handheld microphone further strengthens the current FLEX, D-Cer-
no, and uniCOS conference range. Further, the sleek and modern look of Unite fits the award-winning product design of 
the overall Televic Conference range. 

“We are pleased and confident that our beyerdynamic Unite range has found the perfect company that is sure to give 
Unite a promising future. As a German traditional manufacturer of superior audio solutions, with nearly a century of 
experience, it was of the utmost importance for us to find a reputable partner for Unite – the digital communication 
system, who upholds and furthers the same commitment to quality for Unite’s customers.” adds Edgar van Velzen, 
CEO of beyerdynamic.

Jurgen Van Muylder, Sales and Marketing Director EMEA adds “We hear great feedback about the Unite range from 
rental companies across the globe. We are looking forward to continuing the support of Unite to these companies and 
other existing customers. This will also enable us to offer a comprehensive extension of their current systems to fully 
address their needs.”
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READY TO RE-UNITE?

The Televic R&D and marketing team is gearing up for the product launch on Thursday 6 April 2023. Ready to re-Unite? 
Register now.

MEET TELEVIC CONFERENCE AT ISE 2023!

Do you want to learn more about Unite, along with the latest Televic Conference solutions? Book your personal meet-
ing with our press contact, Julie Smissaert here, and get all the inside information first-hand!

>> Fira de Barcelona Gran Via. 
>> Hall 3, booth 3P100  

ABOUT TELEVIC CONFERENCE

Meet Televic Conference, the reference for effective communication.
More than five decades of experience and innovation has made us the leading expert in conferencing and meeting 
technology. Today we develop, manufacture, and deliver the world’s most advanced conference and meeting solu-
tions. Solutions that can drastically improve intelligibility, moderation, connection, and simultaneous interpretation of 
any meeting, anywhere and anytime.

ABOUT TELEVIC GROUP

Televic is an international provider of innovative and reliable communication systems for the conference, education, 
healthcare and rail markets. 

As the global experts in communication technology for over 75 years, Televic has its headquarters in Belgium and 
offices and production facilities across Europe, Asia and the US. Televic employs over 1000 people worldwide.
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